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LINGUA+ - Innovative Language Learning within the
framework of practices for socio-cultural inclusion and
empathy enhancement in adult education

The project Lingua+ intends to bring innovation into the practices for linguistic and
cultural integration of migrants by offering new tools to language teachers and
trainers. It is based on interconnection of language learning strategies with deeper
understanding of economic, cultural and social reality of a host country as well as
sharing migrant cultures with locals.
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Our vision

Who are we?
Five institutions from Europe. Astofan,
intercultural office from Iceland, PELICAN,
language school from Czech Republic,
The Mosaic Art Sound, private educational
company from the UK, SYNTHESIS Center
for Research and Education from Cyprus
and the University of Florence from Italy

In Lingua+ we believe that the language

joined their long-term expertise to

training should be tailored in learners´

analyse existing good methods and

diversity, and embedded in everyday life,

experiences in second language learning

linked with family, work and leisure. Our

and social inclusion and to prepare a

experience tells us that existing learning

unique set of practices.

scenarios lack a holistic approach, so
here it is where Lingua+ intervenes.

Where are we now

Project outputs

Repository of innovations and best
practices in foreign language
learning
Study on existing good practices for
social inclusion
Handbook for language teachers
and practitioners

By now, we attended the first kick-off
meeting in Nicosia, where we discussed the
best strategies for reaching our ambitious
goals. Our next big step is to start working
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Learning paths of Lingua+ practices

on the Repository of best practices for

with Multimedia presentation for

language teachers and on the Study on

language teachers, trainers and
volunteers

existing good practices for social
inclusion.

Training Course and MOOC to
transfer Lingua+ method and
practices to language teachers
Mobile App for a lively community
of users
An international conference in
Iceland

Join us!
Feedback, advices,
recommendations and other
insights from experts or anyone
who’s thinking on the subject are
most welcome. Follow us on
Facebook and keep track of our
activities and news.
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